
Dear Oak Class, 

Here we are on Friday! You’ve made it to the weekend after today – Love Mr N x 

Friday 10th July 2020 

Handwriting 
 Letters a-z 

 

Can you practice all of your letters a-z in lowercase. Make sure you’re looking 
really carefully at the formation and that they’re facing the right direction. 
 

Maths 
 Magic 5  

 
 Number of 

the Day 
 

 Flashback 4 
 

 Comparing 
numbers 
 

 Counting 
coins. 

 
 

Magic 5 is listed below. Good luck! Remember to use the same strategies as 
you’ve been shown. 
 
Our Number of the Day today is 7!  
 
Flashback 4 Day 4 is below. Can you get all four? 
 
I hope the introduction to money went well yesterday? Children seem to grip 
on quite quickly to the recognising coins part, but the hardest part is thinking 
about how different coins and different values make a set figure. (There’ll be 
more of that to come in Y2). 
 
Today, we are going to be counting in coins. This might be quite nice to do 
practically, (if you have coins lying around), but if not, they can always be 
drawn out too with the value in the middle and they can touch them as they 
count. 
 
I thought it might be quite helpful to start your day counting in… 

 2s 
 5s 
 10s 

 
BUT – it may also be quite a good idea to have a go at counting in… 

 20s 
 50s 
 100s 

Purely down to the fact that they’re values of some of the coins. I would advise 
writing them out because I think it is quite good to be able to compare their 
similarities to the 2, 5 and 10 times tables. This is by no means a Y1 or even 
Y2 requirement, but I think it’s something that might benefit them… even if you 
are to write it out for them and they use this as a guide. 
 
Warm up – Show the children the pictures of these coins and explain to them 
that whatever their value is, that is what we count them in. For example: if 
they are 1ps, we count in 1s. If they are 2ps, we count in 2s, etc. 
 



 
 
Using their fingers (if they’d like to as a support to counting) ask your child 
how many of each coin they think they’d need to make this amount… 
Tell them to stop counting when they get to their value and see how many 
fingers they used to get there… 
 

 How many 5ps make 10p? 
 How many 5ps make 50p? 
 How many 10ps make 50p? 
 How many 5ps make 40p? 

 
Using the crocodile mouth symbols, or the equal signs, work out the value of 
the coins on each side of the circle and apply the correct symbol. 

 
 
If you want to challenge your child a bit further, you could ask how many of 
each coin do you need to make a £1?  
They (hopefully) would remember from yesterday how many 1ps make £1 and 
you could introduce number facts to help them with how many 2ps/5ps make 
£1.  
This would be where counting in 20s/50s/100s would help to reach different 
amounts. 
 
Reasoning questions: 
Tommy’s piggybank is full to the top with 2ps, 5ps and 10ps. 



 
How many of each coin would he need to make 30p? 

 How many 2ps make 30p? 
 How many 5ps make 30p? 
 How many 10ps make 30p? 

 
Maths Task 
If you’re feeling confident, why don’t you practice the work below. 
 

Phonics 
 Soundcard 

practice 
 

 Real and 
alien words. 

I’d like you to practice saying all of your phase 3 and phase 5 sounds (see 
below). 
Put a little dot on the ones you didn’t quite get, practice these later today and 
keep the sounds fresh in your head. Or feel free to use PhonicsPlay again! 
 
I hope the alien and real word reading went okay yesterday? We’re back to it 
again to continue practising those skills. 

Dough Disco 
 

Around now we would normally do some dough disco! Why don’t you teach 
mum or dad how to do it? Choose whichever funky song you like! 
These are some of our moves. 

 Sphere 
 Sausage 
 Tiger 
 Milk-shake 
 Squeeze from hand to hand 
 Round the world 
 Through the legs 
 Squash – up, down, behind the head 
 Flat pancake – ABC  
 Flower 
 Hedgehog 



 Granny shark 
 Make a rose 

English 
 Correct the 

sentence 
 

 Common 
exception 
word 
spelling 
quiz. 

Today’s sentence is below… Did I catch anyone out yesterday with the correct 
sentence? 
 
Ideally, by the end of the year it is expected that children should be able to 
read and write most of the common exception words for their year groups. 
Both Year 1 and Year 2 have their own separate lists, whereas further in KS2 
they have lists that are shared between year groups (3+4, 5+6)  
 
Today, I would like you to quiz your child on reading the common exception 
words and writing the common exception words. 
Naturally, we would have covered these daily during carpet inputs in class, so 
don’t feel too disheartened if your child hasn’t quite secured them all. These will 
continue to develop the more they read and apply these to writing. This is quite 
a good chance to see where they’re at.  
See the list below. 
 

Reading 
 

Rising Stars again, a couple of pages will be great, or your own book at home 
  
 
Remember, if you’ve finished your collection – just let me know and I’ll send the 
next challenge. 
 

Geography 
 

 Locating 
UK beaches 

In the UK, we do have some lovely beaches. As families, or even the children 
themselves, you might have favourite beaches that you love to visit or have 
heard amazing things about. 
 
For example, who doesn’t love a trip to Great Yarmouth?! Has to be done 
every now and then, but one of my favourite beaches in the UK was 
Perranporth in Cornwall.  
 
I’ve heard great things about other beaches all around the country too and I’m 
sure there are many more wonderful ones to see. (Aldeburgh, Southwold, 
Walton-on-the-Naze #SummerTrip2019)  
 
This lesson I would like you to explore 5 of either your favourite or some of the 
best UK beaches in the UK and locate them on the British Isles map you will 
find below. Simply locate (you may want some internet support for this) and 
label on your map. What suggestions have you made for when lockdown is 
officially over and when people know how to behave properly when at the 
beach? 
 
Let me know   
 

 



Magic 5: 

 42 + 8 =  
 58 + 30 =  
 50 – 10 = 
 37 – 15 =  
 12 x 5 = 

Flashback 4: 

 

 

 

Answers: 

1) 2 teams 

2)  
3) 6 cubes 
4) 9 
5) Bonus question – 15. 



Maths: Adding coins 

How much money is there in each row? 

 
 

How much money is there in each row? 

 

Use your comparing symbols to show the 
difference in values after adding them up. 
(<, >, =) 

 

Sam has some 2p coins. She says… 

 
Do you agree with Sam? Talk about your 
answer. 
 
Ron has nine 2p coins. 
Jo has three silver coins. Ron says: 

 
 
Do you agree with Ron? Talk about your 
answer. 

 



Phonics: Practice these sounds 

j v w x y 

z zz qu ch sh 
th ng ai ee igh 

oa oo oo ar or 
ur ow oi ear air 

ure er    
 

 



ay oy ou ir ie 

ue ea aw wh ph 
ew oe au ey a_e 

e_e i_e o_e u_e  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics: Real and Alien words 

 



 
 



 



 
 



 



English: Correct the sentence. 

 

Can you find what is wrong with the sentence and write it out how it should 
look? 

 

Hou big ar yor sunflouers? 

 

Correct version: _____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Did you get it right? Here are the points that were wrong. 

What is missing? What is wrong? 

 Hou = How 
 ar = are 
 yor = your 
 sunflouers = sunflowers 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



English: Common Exception Words 

How many can you read and write? 

R = Read / W = Write 

Word R W Word R W Word R W 

the   you   where   

a   your   love   

do   they   come   

to   be   some   

today   he   one   

of   me   once   

said   she   ask   

says   we   friend   

are   no   school   

were   go   put   

was   so   push   

is   by   pull   

his   my   full   

has   here   house   

I   there   our   

 



Geography: Locate 5 beaches on the British Isles map 

 

 
 


